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After taking part in the Düsseldorf Tanzmesse, where the modul-dance team promoted the project on the context
of this worldwide reference meeting attended by more than 1,500 professionals, we have now entered the home
strecth of our initiative and all eyes turn to Paris. From 13 to 26 November, the Centre National de la Danse will
host a modul-dance focus which includes presentations of shows by seven of the selected artists: Alessandro
Sciarroni, Marie-Caroline Hominal, Arno Schuitemaker, Ioannis Mandafounis & May Zarhy, Patricia Apergi, Jefta
van Dinther and Agata Maszkiewicz. Then we will be flying from Paris to Barcelona in order to attend the final
project conference, a forum for exchange and assessment which will coincide with the third edition of the
modul-dance festival in the city: Sâlmon<.

UPCOMING MODULES

UPCOMING MODULES

The Loose Collective at Dansehallerne Copenhagen
12/11/14 - 13/11/14

Ioannis Mandafounis & May Zarhy
at CND Paris. Modul-dance focus
20/11/14 - 21/11/14

Alessandro Sciarroni at CND
Paris. Modul-dance focus
13/11/14 - 14/11/14

Patricia Apergi / Aerites Dance
Company at CND Paris.
Modul-dance focus
20/11/14 - 21/11/14

Marie-Caroline Hominal at CND
Paris. Modul-dance focus
13/11/14 - 14/11/14 + 17/11/14 18/11/14
Arno Schuitemaker at CND Paris.
Modul-dance focus
17/11/14 - 18/11/14

Cie. Chatha at Tanquartier Wien
21/11/14 - 22/11/14
Jefta van Dinther at CND Paris.
Modul-dance focus
25/11/14 - 26/11/14
Agata Maszkiewicz at CND Paris.

Modul-dance focus
25/11/14 - 26/11/14
loscorderos at Mercat de les Flors
Barcelona. Sâlmon < festival
27/11/14
Mala Kline at Mercat de les Flors
Barcelona. Sâlmon < festival
28/11/14
Jefta van Dinther at Dansens Hus
Stockholm
05/12/14 - 6/12/14

FOCUS ON ARTISTS

FOCUS AND ARTISTS
TINA VALENTAN

© Saša Kuzjak

I was recommended by Plesna Izba Maribor as one of
the modul-dance artists in 2012. They also promised to
be the main producers of the performance and cover
the premiere, so all I needed to get on board were at
least three partners. I was seducing them in Barcelona
and gave it all to catch their attention, which was not
easy. It felt like I was a product on sale and they are
buying. There was no big interest but in the end I got
what I wanted; three research spaces/residencies, one
in Portugal, one in Denmark and one in Slovenia. They
offered working space, accommodation, travel costs
and per diems, so all the basic needs were covered and
I could focus on work, away from trivial obligations in
my home town. Therefore going abroad seemed very
beneficial for developing work and growing as an artist
and as a human being.
New environment was refreshing and revitalising. Being
in touch with a new culture opened up curiosity and
senses, which was also helpful in the creative process
because we were more alert for details. In Faro,
Portugal we (Luka and me) were totally motivated for
work out and discipline. We were waking up at around
six in the morning to meditate, rehearsed through the
day and went to run in the evening – across town, by
the coast, pass the palm trees. It did not correspond
with the laid back nature typical for the warm south but
we were so grateful for the big, bright studio and the
Mediterranean winds were giving us strength. In
Copenhagen we rehearsed in a black box, after the
theatre closed the season, so pretty cut off from events
and other artists, which influenced the nature of our
material. We produced something minimal, slow and
intimate, which was really useful for us later on because
I got pregnant before the premiere and we had to throw
out all the dynamic material and forget about big
movements.

We could take good advantage from the research and
residency modules. The time we could afford to try out,
think and re-think was precious. We could go to many
places inside the creation, shifted ideas and had a
chance to shape material that was developed through
sharing our fascinations and knowledge. The premiered
version of Working Title framed all those different off
springs into a distinct composition, determined by fatal
decisions concluded in the last faze of creation.
Because we let the performance develop rather than
forced it into a predetermined shape it got an
unpredictable form and content, for which it seems to
me, it was made with a force bigger than us humans.
This life force was something we wanted to come
through in the performance and touch the audience.
We did not get much chance to try out the effect on
audiences because I was not able to perform any more
and after me giving birth we were not able to sell the
piece. This is where we were not so successful. It was
clear from the beginning that being a modul-dance artist
does not promise you a tour but maybe the last two
modules could be organized more carefully. Perhaps
they could run another selection from all the finished
works; meaning all directors of production houses would
watch all videos and than they choose some to tour.
Otherwise mostly those artist that got support from big
production houses that have money get the chance for
some re-runs. Probably too many artists accumulate
over years for something like that. But in the end does
size matter?
There are still ideas to make a new version of our
performance and from a solo extend it into a duet. We
will see about that after the next funding call. Before
that I will dance in a piece called Hunting Season,
choreographed by Malin Tomašik, so you better watch
out for this one.

SOFIA DIAS & VÍTOR RORIZ
this constellation of countries that have a lot of similarities in their recent social and economical histories;
specially when one of the main axis of our research in
Satellites is about the tension between centre and
periphery and the atomization of the centre.

© Sofia Dias & Vítor Roriz

When José Laginha, from Capa/Devir (a cultural
structure in the sunny south coast of Portugal) introduced us to modul-dance network we knew very little of
it, except that some other Portuguese choreographers
(Tânia Carvalho and Cláudia Dias) had also been
supported by it in the previous editions.
The meeting in Barcelona, in November 2012, was the
first moment we got to grasp the dimension of this
network. It was surprising to see the variety of artists,
programmers and their specific projects/contexts of
action. Although big in scale, the meeting seemed to
have the right balance of formality and informality for an
actual exchange to happen, and we were caught by its
intensity and the way everyone was focused to make it
significant and useful.
In that meeting we found affinities with a group of four
partners that hosted our project - Satellites - in several
residencies over the year. They were Arts Station
Foundation, Dance Ireland, Duncan Dance Centre and
El Graner. Each place had its own atmosphere and
each had inevitably a very specific influence in the way
we approached our research. It’s intriguing to notice
that no matter how concrete and precise your artistic
research is, the characteristics of the studio, its
temperature, its privacy, the place where you sleep, the
food, the streets you pass by, the familiarity or not with
the language, the people you interact with and many
other details will work on your research stretching it into
unpredictable morphologies.
One can almost draw a big circle in a map connecting
those four structures we have collaborated with, starting
in Dublin, drawing a soft curve until Poznań, then down
to Athens and from there making our way up again to
Barcelona. Curiously, like Lisbon, all of these cities
make part of some kind of geographical periphery. Not
to force a geopolitical layer to this coincidence, but
there is something quite interesting in our orbit through

Satellites' first residency was in Poznań and it was
marked by a particular research on movement and
voice. The residency happened in the same space we
had presented one of our works, in the context of Malta
Festival, half a year before. It makes a lot of sense
when there’s continuity in the relation between artists
and partners, and modul-dance just made this possible.
As it usually happens, the first residency is where we
end up doing everything we had previously thought
about the project, as if to take those first preconceived
ideas out of the way so that other things coming from
the experience of doing may emerge. Not to forget the
open class we were invited to give to a vigorous and
enthusiastic local community.
Then, in Dublin, we've continued the research ending
with an informal open-doors rehearsal where we could
share some of the embryonic material with a few
spectators and discuss the concepts that were being set
as a basis for the work. Work-in-progress showings are
something that we tend to avoid; yet, the thing that
made sense wasn't exactly what we shared but that it
served as a pretext for dialogue. We had also the
opportunity to discover and be inspired by Casement’s
complex and wonderful life (thanks Paul, for The Black
Diaries).
In Athens, we've worked for a week mainly on sound
and text, using the surroundings to capture different
sounds and test a few ideas about the interaction of the
body with the space mediated by a recorded voice. It's
impossible not to visit the city and be completely drawn
into one of he world's oldest cities, especially when the
person who's hosting you is such a passionate guide. In
the following week we presented a piece of ours in Arc
for dance Festival that had a small focus on modul-dance artists.
Finally, in Barcelona we where able to invite two
collaborators of our project, and share some of the
ideas that we had been exploring previously, testing
them with other bodies and amplifying their possibilities.
In El Graner, the term residency was accurately
employed because we would sleep and work in the
same building. Other artists were also developing their
own projects and the fact that we shared a physical
space together fostered a genuine curiosity for each
other's works.
Now that modul-dance's edition is coming to an end we
feel privileged to having been part of it. It is clear that it
isn't just about the time you spend in the network, or the
obvious benefits of being supported by it; but it's also
about encouraging dialogue and setting out grounds for
future collaborations.

MEETING THE GHOST

© Anja Beutler

When I first heard about modul-dance and realised that
20 European dance houses would be taking part in this
project I thought I’d struck the jackpot.
However, on a personal level, modul-dance remained a
ghost in my eyes. Indeed, I did have my 3 partners with
all of whom I had shared unquestionably fruitful
experiences.
But somehow it was still a mystery to me how this huge
network could have really worked between us all and
how we could communicate. Meetings with my partners
were on a one-to-one basis when I visited them.
I choose the word “visit” as I was not seeking a
residency but instead opted to visit them and engage in
a number of experiments at their destinations or their
festivals that were linked to my research at the time.
Hellerau was the "only" partner who was able to handle
the "presentation-modul", and I am delighted and
thankful for that. I say "able" as I have realised that the
people involved in the modul-dance project like to make
reference to the "weak" or "strong" partners one comes
to rely on. I discovered that Hellerau constituted a strong
partner as they were able to back the artistic project with
funds. Perhaps I have won the jackpot after all? (not to
say that I, personally did not find my other partners
strong as well).
Indeed, I am very pleased to be able to appoint Hellerau
as my co-producer/partner for the future! And this is of
course thanks to our experience with modul-dance. So, I
won the jack-pot afterall!?? But is the modul-dance
jackpot not more in the sense of widening your European
connections and engaging in personal and artistic
dialogue with many European partners!?? And shouldn’t
that be the real jackpot that all of these modul-dance
partners are already being inter-connected enabling
artists to use an entire network speeding up the
dissemination of artistic work because artists do not
need to approach each party individually!?

And is this the reason why the network stays a ghost to
me, as I have not been able to connect to new
partners!? Or is it due to the fact that Hellerau is a
German partner I knew previously, and this does not
feel very European to me!? However, perhaps it is
because at these modul-dance conferences I met so
many people who are involved with the network who
then disappear again? Or is it because I had a different
concept of how dissemination should operate? Maybe,
therefore, I should simply let my own image go. As
images always remain a ghost.
First I thought that my personal problem was that I was
not seeking a residency. Yet, I believe residencies are
perchance the best way to engage in direct, personal
dialogue with an institution - thus getting to know the
ghost. Therefore, I decided to visit the two partners I
knew were unable to present my work but were supporting the artistic research for it. And without going into
detail, both visits - the festival with Goran/Kino Šiška
and the modul-dance-festival in Stockholm - were highly
friendly, enriching experiences. But then again, I knew
Goran from before and I knew my main contributors
from Dansens Hus. They seemed real to me before. But
despite the advantage of such a huge network with so
many houses I had formerly been unfamiliar with, they
still somehow remained a ghost to me.
Even when I recently performed my latest work nimmer
in Hellerau I was fortunate to meet other modul-dance
artists but no modul-dance institution. But perhaps that
fits in with the subject I was working on in that piece,
which ist he subject of "disappearance".
However, I state in this work that "nothing can
disappear. It all comes back again, doesn't it?"
I know one day I will meet these ghosts. I merely need
to learn how to call them.
Antje Pfundtner in Gesellschaft
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DANSENS HUS STOCKHOLM
Dansens Hus is Sweden’s largest venue for contemporary dance and closely related performance art from Sweden
and around the world. Located in central Stockholm, Dansens Hus has two stages with 750 and 140 seats
respectively. We present around 35 performances a year and have between 60,000 – 90,000 visitors on an annual
basis.
Dansens Hus was founded in 1991 and works actively to strengthen the role of contemporary dance in Sweden.
In addition to performances, seminars, lectures, workshops and exhibitions arranges.
We have a rich history, a strong position in the dance industry and is a unique link between contemporary artists
and their audiences through the quality-focused artistic program installation. Dansens Hus works with current issues,
strong artistic vision and keen involvement in our contemporary world. It's our commitment to secure a place for
creativity, discussions and meetings. The scene brings together public and performing arts, and explore diversity.
Dansens Hus strengthens dance arts position in society by working with culture and arts policy and to be a vibrant
meeting place that is involved in a creative, inspiring and guiding discussion in Swedish cultural life. We have a strong
international position which is used to contribute to the development of Swedish dance and is actively working with
internationalization increased mobility and networking to strengthen Swedish dance life and to create new formats of
cooperation with other actors.
In the last years Dansens Hus has hosted modul-dance artists such as Cie. Chatha, Leja Jurišić, La Zampa,
The Loose Collective, The Mob, Julia Cima, Antje Pfundtner and Frauke Requardt. These artists have been visiting
Dansens Hus in the form of residency and/or presentation. But beside these artists Dansens Hus also created a
festival that presented modul-dance artist to the Swedish audience. In 2013 Dansens Hus organized the festival Dans
<3 Stockholm which hosted five modul-dance artists - An Kaler, Alexandra Waierstall, David Wampach, Marcos
Morau/La Veronal and The Loose Collective. The festival was initiated by Dansens Hus and was collaboration
between several big institutions and dance venues like Bonniers Konsthall, The Royal Dramatic Theatre, Kulturhuset
City Theater, MDT, The Royal Swedish Opera, Weld etc. During five days and on 12 stages the audience was able to
experience the multifaceted expressions of contemporary dance gathered in one festival.
Dansens Hus have also produced and presented Swedish modul-dance artist encouraged to create pieces for big
stages. One of these Swedish modul-dance artists, Gunilla Heilborn, created her piece The Academy which was
reviewed with the words: “The Academy shimmers with humor and happy humanity…. I cannot help but love the
performance”. Another Swedish modul-dance artist, Helena Franzén’s, work Slipping Through my Fingers was about
the pleasure of losing control and seeking the intangible - daring to do what you do not usually do. We will present our
third and last modul-dance artist in December this year – Jefta van Dinther’s new piece As it Empties Out. We are
happy with all partners’ contribution for the piece and are looking forward to host the Swedish premiere of the piece
within the project of modul-dance. Last but not least, modul-dance as a project hasn’t just enriched many European
choreographers, but also our employees and Dansens Hus as an institution.

© Luis Da Cruz

DEVIR/CAPA FARO
We started off in 1994, with the launch of an international contemporary dance festival - “a sul” (south bound). In 2001
we created CAPa – the Algarve Centre for Performing Arts – a multidisciplinary venue in Faro/Portugal, without
permanent artists, but instead, dedicated to support creative artistic work.
CAPa’s main activity it’s the artistic residency programme, hosting residencies for national and international artists all
year round, granting work spaces and technical and logistic support for the development of their creations, emergent
proposals that invest preferably in experimenting and mixing languages. This program is open to anyone interested,
through annual applications.
We also develop a full set of audience-related events (national and international), such as festivals and platforms,
programme seasons, workshops, networking with other similar structures and community-based projects.
CAPa’s Artistic Residency Programme comprehends diversity and it is designed to encourage crossing and
interaction between different arts. Workspaces (2 studios and a black box), accommodation (15 beds), and access to
other CAPa facilities (kitchen, office, laundry) is made available.
Since the very beginning, CAPa has been a home for many. It’s a place where it’s possible to live, temporarily, in
absolute devotion to creative processes. Many creations were born, developed or finished here.
CAPa is a place for working and settling into, a place where your ideas can freely come together and where it’s
possible to transform projects into a reality. Our creative residency program grants to resident technical teams full
access to all facilities within one single building.
All together, the availability of all these facilities does make a difference in a work progress environment, especially in
an on-going creative process. Our former residents agreed that our ready-to-use and open features contribute to
productive and well-focused work journey, throughout the residency.
After our 13 year-old experience, we can state that this has been a major factor of interested for the great amount of
applications that we get every year, by national and internationally renowned artists. It was due to the international
recognition of our program throughout the last decade that we were invited to be part of the IDEE – Initiatives in
Dance through European Exchange – and afterwards to be founding members of the EDN – European Dancehouse
Network and co-organizers / single members in Portugal of the modul-dance project.
In the scope of the modul-dance project DeVIR/CAPa hosted: Jasmina Križaj, Anne Juren, Helena Franzén, Liz
Roche, Tina Valentan, La Veronal, loscorderos (residency modules); and also Kajsa Sandstrom, Iza Szostak (Carte
Blanche). We also had the opportunity of proposing Cláudia Dias and Sofia Dias & Vítor Roriz - Portuguese
choreographers for modul-artists.
In 2012 we organized the 1st edition of «encontros do DeVIR» - a new multidisciplinary festival focusing social and
environmental issues that are common to different south European countries. It includes the local community and an
array of renowned Portuguese artists of performing arts and other artistic and social areas. Currently we are
developing the 2nd edition of this festival totally directed to young audiences (2014-15), as well as organizing the 3rd
edition of «encontros do DeVIR» for general audience, which will happen in 2016.

Partners

adc Geneva CH (associated partner) - Art Stations Foundation Poznań PL - CDC Toulouse FR - CND Paris FR - Centro per la
Scena Contemporanea Bassano del Grappa IT - Dance Gate Lefkosia Cyprus CY - DanceIreland Dublin IE - Dansens Hus
Stockholm SE - Dansehallerne Copenhagen DK - DeVIR/CAPa Faro PT - DDRC Athens GR - HELLERAU-Europäisches Zentrum
der Künste Dresden DE - Kino Šiška Ljubljana SI - Maison de la Danse Lyon FR - Mercat de les Flors Barcelona ES - Plesna Izba
Maribor SI - Danshuis Station Zuid Tilburg NL - Tanzhaus NRW Düsseldorf DE - Tanzquartier Wien AT - The Place London GB
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